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Cross-Epoch Learning for Weakly Supervised Anomaly Detection in Surveillance videos 

Weakly Supervised Anomaly Detection (WSAD) in

surveillance videos is a complex task since usually only

video-level annotations are available. Previous work

treated it as a regression problem by giving different scores

on normal and anomaly events. However, the widely used

mini-batch training strategy may suffer from the data

imbalance between these two types of events, which limits

the model’s performance.

Inspired by the widely used Focal Loss in object detection,

a cross-epoch learning (XEL) model is proposed to focus

on the complicated cases in this paper.

Introduction

An hard instance bank (HIB) is proposed to collect the

information across multiple batches or epochs. Specifically,

M hard negative instances, i.e. clip features with the

highest anomaly scores in each normal video, are selected

to update the HIB (Ω ∈ 𝑅𝑀×𝑑) with XEL strategy.

1) Updating HIB

Considering the factor that the hardest negative instance

are selected from each normal video, it is natural to update

the HIB using an epoch-wise strategy. Specifically, all the

clips from normal videos are re-evaluated after each

training epoch. The features of those hard instances with

the highest scores are picked out (e.g. t-th epoch and i-th

normal video):
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HIB is updated at the beginning of each training epoch:
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2) Learning with HIB

At l-th iteration in (t+1)-th epoch, the anomaly score vector
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of the features in HIB are calculated in every

iteration:
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Hard Instance Bank

Loss Function

A validation loss 𝐿𝑣 is defined to penalize the hard

instance:
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A dynamic margin loss 𝐿𝑚 is proposed with a maximum

margin ε between the hard negative instances in HIB and

the most abnormal instances in abnormal videos:
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The final loss is defined as:

𝐿 = 𝐿𝑜 + 𝜆1𝐿𝑣 + 𝜆2𝐿𝑚

𝐿𝑜 is the loss function of any given WSAD framework.

The overall architecture of proposed HIB embedded model. The upper part is the previous framework

and the lower part is our approach. A hard instance bank (HIB) is designed to collect hard negative

instances from normal events at the end of each epoch during the training stage. This HIB is utilized

to a supplementary package for every mini-batches in the next epoch. Furthermore, two new losses

for WSAD, namely validation loss and dynamic margin loss, are applied to not only enlarge the inter-

class score distance between abnormal and normal events, but also reduce the intra-class score

distance within normal events. It is worth noting that the propose XEL scheme is compatible to most

previous WSAD frameworks.

Network Architecture

Experimental Results

The experiments were conducted on two datasets, including ShangahiTech and UCF-Crime. The effectiveness of XEL is shown by the

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, corresponding area under the curve (AUC) and false alarm rate (FAR). The re-

implemented frameworks generally have better performance at various thresholds of ROC. All three XEL embedded frameworks (MIL,

SRF and AR-Net) achieve better AUC than their vanilla forms with noticeable improvement (7.19%, 3.93%, 6.44 % on UCF-Crime,

and 3.41%, 2.44%, 2.45% on ShanghaiTech dataset). In the case of UCF-Crime, the performance of all three frameworks are boosted

about 2% by each loss function in the proposed XEL. Similar trends also shown in experiments on ShanghaiTech datasets. Meanwhile,

the AUCs of batch-wise updating strategy are constantly lower than the epoch-wise updating strategy.
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